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I will call Judy this morning.  Yes, please set something up so I can interview Dr. Goldberg when I get copies of 

the documents.  Do we have copies here?   To:	Thom Wilborn/ARRBcc:	David Marwell/ARRB, Jeremy 

Gunn/ARRB, Eileen Sullivan/ARRB, Christopher Barger/ARRB, Joseph Masih/ARRB, Kevin Tiernan/ARRB, Tom 

Samoluk/ARRB From:	Tim Wray/ARRB   Date:	03/20/97 09:04:23 AMSubject:	Release of NSA DocsDave 

Hiestand of NSA informed me this morning that they expect to have the  NSA documents previously reviewed 

by the Board at its November meeting (plus the few "strays" reconsidered in Feb and Mar) ready for transfer 

to NARA next week.  I reminded him of our interest in coordinating a news release on this.   If you haven't 

done so, you might want to touch base with Judy Emmel, NSA's public affairs person (301-688-6524).  She will 

probably be able to provide helpful historical context regarding previous NSA releases (Venona, etc.).  [If Ms. 

Emmel needs to know who within NSA has been handling this action so she can consult with them, the key 

persons are Claudia Collins, 301-688-6798, and Dave Hiestand, 301-688-6687.  Collins has been the person 

directly supervising their work on these records; Hiestand is one of her henchmen.]As I mentioned to you 

earlier, it might also be worthwhile to try to get some reaction from Dr. Al Goldberg.  He's currently the 

Historian for the Secretary of Defense; in 1964, he was the historian for the Warren Commission and allegedly 

wrote much of the text of the Commission's report.  He's the person who told me in an interview a year ago 

that Earl Warren himself thought NSA intercepts, while seen by himself and other members of the 

Commission, probably would never be released to the public.   If you want to set something up with him, let 

me know.  It might be a good idea to wait until we have the NARA-ready redacted documents actually in hand 

so that we can show them to him. . . 
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